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Abstract
Vast volumes of data are continuously generated in smart oilfields from swarms of sensors. On one hand, increasing amounts
of such data are stored in large data repositories and accessed over high-speed networks; On the other hand, captured data is
further processed by different users in various analysis, prediction and domain-specific procedures that result in even larger
volumes of derived datasets.
The decision making process in smart oilfields relies on accurate historical, real-time or predicted datasets. However, the
difficulty in searching for the right data mainly lies in the fact that data is stored in large repositories carrying no metadata to
describe them. The origin or context in which the data was generated cannot be traced back, thus any meaning associated
with the data is lost. Integrated views of data are required to make important decisions efficiently and effectively, but are
difficult to produce; since data is being generated and stored in the repository may have different formats and schemata
pertaining to different vendor products.
In this paper, we present an approach based on Semantic Web Technologies that enables automatic annotation of input data
with missing metadata, with terms from a domain ontology, which constantly evolves supervised by domain experts.
We provide an intuitive user interface for annotation of datasets originating from the seismic image processing workflow.
Our datasets contain models and different versions of images obtained from such models, generated as part of the oil
exploration process in the oil industry. Our system is capable of annotating models and images with missing metadata,
preparing them for integration by mapping such annotations. Our technique is abstract and may be used to annotate any
datasets with missing metadata, derived from original datasets.
The broader significance of this work is in the context of knowledge capturing, preservation and management for smart
oilfields. Specifically our work focuses on extracting domain knowledge into collaboratively curated ontologies and using
this information to assist domain experts in seamless data integration.
Introduction
Oil and gas organizations are in continuous pressure to investigate and employ innovative techniques to extract hydrocarbons
from depleting reservoirs. Equipment failures, uncoordinated maintenance and other such unplanned interruptions in
production may significantly increase cost of downtime [1]. With involvement of multiple vendors, partners, service
companies, and contractors; their effective coordination becomes an important priority. Additionally, the reporting
requirements and compliance to standards provide additional push towards integration and inter-operation across disciplines,
tools and data sets. In such scenario, availability of relevant data plays a key role in managing the oil field. Multi-disciplinary
teams of scientists, engineers, operators and managers uses various datasets captured during exploration, drilling and
production stages to perform modeling, simulation, interpretation, analysis, testing and decision making activities.
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Exploration and production (E&P) life cycle includes data intensive activities like seismic data acquisition, geologic
interpretation, modeling, reservoir analysis, drilling target selection, drilling, well logging and analysis, production and well
monitoring that links the oil field measurements to oil field management decisions[2]. These activities rely on the SCADA
systems, hydrocarbon accounting systems, systems of records, automated workflow systems and other domain-specific
systems that are supplied by various vendors. Integration of all these underlying systems and realization of integrated
optimization (IO) is therefore increasing becoming a key requirementfor Oil and Gas organizations.
The vision of Smart oil field is a step in this direction for improving efficiency of oil field operation by proper management
of data. The i-Field program of Chevron [3], Shell Smart Fields, Integrated Operation for the High-North (IOHN) [4], the
Field of the Future program of BP, Integrated Production Management (IPM) [5], and UTCS of ExxonMobil [6] are key
efforts in this direction. In addition to these efforts from these major oil and gas organizations, the service organizations like
Baker Hughes has devised novel approaches for capturing, encoding, and provision of actionable knowledge from experts
deployed in the field [7].
Among various other data intensive processes typically performed by oil and gas organizations, seismic processing and
interpretation workflows have their prominent share. Seismic imaging is extensively employed in exploration, appraisal,
development and production stages of a reservoir [8]. Several techniques are used by interpretors, processors and analysts
that include application of various advanced computational algorithms [9]. Evolution from 2D and 2.5D to 3D visualization,
the interactive geophysical interpretation workflow involves highly interactive and iterative process [10]. This results in
heavy computational and storage requirements. From paper-based maps to 3D immersive virtual reality environment, seismic
data exploration, analysis and interpretation has been in constant demand of enhanced computational, visualization and
rendering capabilities [11]. While seismic interpretors have been early adapters of advancements in computational and
storage technologies, the problem also goes beyond management of large number of seismic volumes and velocity models,
and intermediate data files created in the process [12].
Data management problems for data intensive processes, like seismic image processing in E&P, boil down to the challenge of
effective approaches that ensure provisioning of right information, at right time, to right person in the right format. To this
end, effective techniques have been proposed that demonstrated reduced time spent on search [2]. Another approach can be to
enforce standards, conventions and best practices that can reduce unmanaged file handling. One such effort included
introduction of standards for storage in LAN and Role based access control that significantly reduced data volumes, access
time, and other associated overheads [6]. By designing a Data Services System (DSS), Saudi Aramco [13] reported effective
management of welllog data in a continuously changing environment.
All these approaches affirmed the role of an effective data curation strategy that may include record keeping, and retrieval
using manual or automated workflows. A good curation strategy should be able to meet the needs of all involved domain
specific processes [14]. Realization of integration efforts releases datasets locked up in silos that give rise to the update
propagation problem. Therefore, the data curation strategy must be able to handle such scenarios that may require adding
intelligent capabilities [1]. From end user point of view, the curation strategy should be able to support advance indexing,
search and map based display capability based on spatial parameters [12].
While semantic annotation based approach can equally be useful in solving the data curation problem for the oil and gas
organizations, the adoption has been slow due to several reasons. The successful semantic annotation approach reported
heavy reliance on existing taxonomies and ontologies, however, E&P lifecycle involves many domain specific concepts, and
in absence of a comprehensive single E&P ontology that covers all the involved domains, such annotation approach cannot
be realized. Additionally, oil and gas organizations utilize large number of vendor products, and tools developed in-house,
that generates the data, making the coverage problem more complex.
We envision a huge potential for utilizing an ontology driven approach for data curation, with due recognition of the
challenges identified in realizing such vision. We argue that proper selection of enabling techniques and their appropriate
application in carefully designed information management workflows can address the identified challenges and realize
required data curation capabilities. With this background, the key contributions of this paper can be stated as:
 Capability for capturing vocabulary for constantly evolving organization based on an innovative approach to capture
and encode organizational practices, workflow and conventions, which are otherwise not expressed explicitly and
formally for a given organization.
 Capability for semi-automated metadata creation, search, maintenance and retrieval based on an innovative data
curation strategy for large volumes of unstructured data piled in personal workstations and shared network folders.
Motivating Use Case
To address the data curation problem in smart oil field domain, we target the challenge of unstructured data management.
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One of the major contributors of unstructured data is seismic imaging domain that is increasingly being used throughout the
E&P life cycle. We focus on investigating the data management issues related to seismic imaging – a highly data intensive
processes involving various interpretation and processing techniques [9]. In an iterative process, seismic volumes are created
using velocity models with application of appropriate processing techniques that are selected based on the geological
structure. A typical oil and gas organization handles few hundred terabytes of seismic datasets as part of seismic
interpretation and characterization workflows [12]. The life cycle of seismic datasets involves loading, storing, processing,
referencing and visualization processes. Interpretation experts, characterization experts and modeling experts employ various
tools and techniques that enable highly interactive data processing and visualization capabilities. In doing so, they generate
huge amounts of derived datasets, which are lacking proper metadata that can establish provenance indicating all historical
transformations the data has undergone right from the raw field data up to the final, finished product. Interpreters generate
large number of intermediate files during this process. To track how a particular file was generated, there are several
techniques and recommended best practices in place. Some of these are required as part of data reporting guidelines or
metadata standards, however, scientists find the compliance to such standards tedious, ending up using their own file naming
conventions.

Figure 1. Terms in a Seismic Volume File Name

Figure 1 represents a file name of a seismic image volume. Here, the interpreter who carried out the image interpretation used
various terms. Processing parameters (like 1000-meter offset), migration algorithm name, place name, model name etc.
related terms are included in the file name. Various types of velocity models generated by geoscientists that are applicable for
given geological structure are tried in this process, and therefore, such model names are also included in the file name.
Processing parameters provide hints about how the image was loaded and processed in the interpretation system. The seismic
survey and project related information are also included in file names or folder names. While general information on the
project, the seismic survey and data source etc. is known to everyone involved in this process; the file derivation information,
associated model files, processing parameters etc. for a specific volume is only known to the interpreter who generated it.
The volume name example also gives some hints about the file naming conventions followed by its interpreter. A typical file
name of a seismic volume contains processing parameters, velocity model name, migration algorithm name, year of survey,
version information, project name, location name, and pre and post-processing parameters selected while loading the
processing the volume. While generating the volumes, the interpreters typically follow this “template”. The existence of such
templates provides unique opportunities for a controlled ontology development, since all terms used in the file names belong
to one of these categories. With help of this template of file naming convention and known terms, it also becomes easier to
detect missing information in the file name. An interpreter may choose not to include the project name, location name, or
survey number in all the derived volumes; however, it is easy to infer, once association among the derived file is established.
For instance, a file name could be missing the location name or the survey year, but such information can be easily derived
from the source or “seed” files that have full entry.
Based on these observations, we can establish following key characteristics of seismic file names:





They do not include natural language expressions: Seismic file names only include keywords known in seismic
image processing and interpretation domain. File names do not include lengthy descriptions in natural language
expression, thereby preventing the effort required for natural language processing of free form text.
All keywords contribute to metadata: All keywords selected by the interpreter provide technical details and
specification of the given file using terms well recognized in the seismic image processing and interpretation
domain. Therefore, each user-supplied term contribute to the metadata.
Some keywords can provide hints to missing metadata: User may skip capturing detailed context in the filename;
however, it is easy to establish the missing information based on who created it, part of which project and other
similar information.
File names provide hints to workflow: Terms used in the name provide not only derivation history but also may
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help identify the workflow by which the current dataset was derived.
In spite of these feature, processing the file name can introduce various challenge due to individual user preference and style.
Figure 2, represents file name created by two different interpreters who use different terms for the same concept. For instance
Gulf of Mexico is referred to as “GOM” by Use A, whereas User B used the word “gulfofmaxico”. This is good example
that also brings our attention to potential typographical mistakes. It is clear that file naming convention may not always be
consistently followed by the users within the same organization, and even if it is followed, different words can be selected by
different users in expressing the same term or parameter. Among efforts towards addressing this issue, file naming
convention is being commonly included in mandatory requirements and therefore covered in reporting standards [15], [16].

Figure 2. Example of the File Naming Convention

Problem Definition
Petroleum engineers and geoscientists involved in seismic image processing play the role of both producers and consumers of
large volumes of seismic data sets that are generated or utilized on their workstations. In absence of formal metadata, any
attempt in solving the “looking for data” problem may significantly benefit from file naming convention followed by them.
Our example in the motivation section serves as a specific case of the more generic data curation problem that we address in
this paper. Given the input data, for example the filenames in the motivation section, we would like to discover the metadata
from the given data. In our example, we would like to discover the different processes that the volume and model files went
through and annotate the discovered processes with the corresponding filenames. Thus, data annotation task can be expressed
as follows:
Given a set of input data Sd with missing metadata and a domain ontology O, automatically identify concepts of the domain
ontology in the input data and annotate the input data with such terms. For concepts that do not currently exist in the domain
ontology, automatic annotation is not possible. User supervision is required in this case in order to accomplish the annotation
of such terms. Instead of just asking users to manually annotate every individual files with unknown concepts, we exploit
such opportunities to capture their background knowledge and expertise about the domain by assisting them in updating the
domain ontology. We therefore address the problem of data annotation as a twofold problem:
1.

2.

Automatic annotation of data with missing metadata: Given a set of input data Sd with missing metadata and a
domain ontology O, automatically identify concepts of the domain ontology in the input data and annotate the input
data with such terms.
User assisted ontology maintenance: Given a domain ontology O and a set of input data that failed to be
automatically annotated Su, assist domain experts in enriching the ontology O with new concepts, capable of
capturing the semantics of unknown terms in the input data.

There is a closed loop between the two problems stated above as presented in Figure 3. The loop exists because annotation
cannot be performed without proper domain ontology in place, while on the other hand, unknown terms (those that are not
expressed in ontology O) identified during the annotation process can drive ontology evolution, thus enabling automatic
annotation of similar terms in the future. In our proposal, we assume that an initial version of ontology already exists before
the annotation process can begin. With the progression of the annotation process, whenever portion of the input data is not
associated to domain concepts due to the fact that such concepts do not currently exist in the domain ontology, users assist in
their annotation by intuitively defining new concepts and relations in the domain ontology. If an initial ontology is not
available to begin with, our technique can assist domain experts in bootstrapping the ontology during the annotation process.
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Figure 3. Problem Definition

Here we would like to put emphasis on the nature of the ontology O. The role of this ontology is not to act as a domain
ontology that captures knowledge about seismic interpretation domain. We propose bootstrapping and interactive evolution
of ontology that captures the knowledge about file naming convention for a given organization. Therefore, unlike relatively
static nature of concepts in domain knowledge, the file naming conventions terms are constantly updated, and therefore,
building a file naming convention ontology can be a constantly moving target due to following reasons:
 Evolving with new projects: New projects introduce new location, service companies, vendor products and
workflows that may results in new keywords in file names.
 Evolving with new people joining: New professionals introduce new terms and brings with them a varied level of
preference in capturing key information in file names (as discussed with example in Figure 2.).
 Evolving with new vendor products, scientific techniques: New vendor products and new tools developed inhouse introduces new terms, resulting in support for newer techniques and possibly newer file extensions.
 Evolving with new data curation policy standards: With introduction of new regulatory requirements, new
keywords can be introduced in the ontology to ensure compliance to metadata standards.
For such an evolving domain, we summarize the data curation requirements as follows:
 Include all evolving concepts in search and retrieval: Newly added concepts must be included in advance search
and retrieval.
 Automatically generate missing data: It should be able to generating missing data based on captured knowledge.
 Discover and establish relationship among derived datasets: In addition to derivation history, it is also important
to link derived datasets that are associated with specific workflows, decision process, project or equipment etc.
 Transform metadata for compliance: To ensure the reporting requirements and metadata standards, the system
should be able to generate and maintain metadata according to different schema and content standards.
The file naming ontology is expected to play a key role in addressing these requirements. However, following knowledge
representation challenges must be addressed in order to be useful:
 Ontology coverage: Coverage of ontology can be a key issue due to constantly evolving nature of organization. It
can be bootstrapped by the domain expert, however, coverage can also be achieved by involvement of all the
producers and consumers of datasets.
 Ontology update and maintenance: Ontology cannot be updated by user as they are not skilled in semantic web
techniques:
 Selection of terms: Vocabulary is fixed for a domain, but how user will use it in expressing the parameters for a
given file is completely personal to the individual that may even evolving over time.
Proposed Approach
In this section we present our approach, which is based on semantic web, linguistic processing, and machine learning
technologies. Ontology is used for indexing, search and retrieval process. Availability of a comprehensive ontology at design
time however is not feasible for constantly evolving domains. As a solution, constant evolution of ontology can be achieved
on the runtime with help of user intervention. This requirement assumes familiarity with semantic web techniques, and user’s
continuous commitment towards updating the ontology, which can also be an unreasonable assumption.
Our goal is to achieve this task, without any additional knowledge or effort required by the end user. We argue that this can
be achieved by intelligently processing user-supplied keywords in file names that provide hint for concepts in ontology. We
propose a method to appropriately classify user-supplied keywords in ontology where a semi- supervised named entity
identification approach [17] can be employed. Linguistic processing techniques may further help in addressing variations of
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these terms. For the ontology, we focus on instantiating a File Naming Convention (FNC) Ontology based on knowledge in
seismic imaging domain that can be further extended by the users on the runtime. The concepts captured from textbook
references [9], act as the initial source of domain knowledge that enables bootstrapping of FNC ontology. The source of data
can be file names stored in data directories residing on personal desktops or shared locations. We create an instance of each
file encountered in such directories in data repository that acts as data catalog or digital library. We assume that users follow
some template - an informal file naming convention that can be utilized to our benefit. Every file name is expected to contain
a finite number of slots can users can fill with some of the known values. Users may select different words or abbreviations
to represent same concepts, completely omit some of them, or coin new variations or even new terms. To handle such an
evolving scenario, we propose to instantiate metadata records with unknown or null keyword. We denote unfamiliar terms as
Unknowns that temporarily holds new keywords found, that are not defined in the File Naming Convention ontology. Based
on our assumption that every filename have slots (for project name, processing parameters etc.) that users are expected to fill.
For a given file name, if we are not able to determine value for a particular slot (say project name), we assign temporary
value of Null. With the provision of Unknown and Null that are further reviewed and updated by the end users, we maintain a
constantly evolving FNC Ontonology that is updated as new projects, users, vendor products and scientific workflows are
reflected in the file name. File naming convention ontology can be mapped to work with metadata content standards. For
each file annotated in the process, we create a unique instance in the FNC ontology, that helps in handling multiple versions
of files and multiple copies of files stored in different directories.
A. Automated Annotation Workflow
First, we explain the automated annotation workflow that completes the annotation based on the concepts defined in FNC
Ontology- without any user intervention. Figure 4 depicts the steps involved in this workflow. We consider a set of input data
Sd = {r1, r2, ..., rn} to be a set of n records ri. Each record contains k number of attributes that describes it, hence a record ri
is defined as ri = {a1, a2, ..., ak}. Different records may have different numbers of attributes. The purpose is to annotate each
record ri in the set Sd automatically by associating ri’s attributes to concepts in the FNC ontology. Consider for example a
record to be a complete document, which attributes are the words appearing in its text. We would like to annotate the
document based on associations that we are able to establish between the words appearing in the document and a domain
ontology. Note that the input set of data Sd may be structured, semistructured, or completely unstructured. We assume
however to employ a suitable data preparation step to divide any input into a set of records which our first component is able
to process.

Figure 4. Automated Annotation Workflow

We begin by performing a preprocessing of the input data. During this step, we perform blocking of the input data, splitting
them into individual records, consisting of attributes and storing each record and its set of attributes. For instance, the sample
filename in Figure 1 becomes a single record f1 consisting of the set of attributes Sf1 = {ofst, 1000m, poststack, sfld, gom, v1,
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2008}. We process each record individually, examining each of its attributes in term. For each attribute, we probe the FNC
ontology and we map the attribute to a corresponding instance of a domain concept, if we are able to find such a concept. We
use exact matching to map attributes to domain concepts and we store such mappings as triples in a triplestore using Owl
property OwlProperty : hasConcept. We describe this workflow in Figure 4. It is always possible that some of the input data
will not match any of the domain concepts in the ontology. We treat such data as unknown concepts and we annotate them as
Unknown.

Figure 5. User Assisted Ontology Maintenance Workflow

B. Proposed User Assisted Annotation Workflow
To deal with unknown entities, we rely on the second component of our approach, which assists domain experts in extending
the domain ontology with new concepts and relations. We provide an intuitive interface to assist domain experts, who we do
not assume to have any prior knowledge and/or expertise in Semantic Web Technologies, in capturing domain knowledge,
currently unavailable in the FNC ontology. Using our intuitive interface, domain experts are able to define new concepts for
the instances of the Unknown class or associate such instances with existing classes in the ontology. The ontology is
automatically updated to reflect these changes. By defining new classes or by associating unknown concepts to existing
classes in the domain ontology, domain experts assist in disambiguating unknown concepts in the input data. The annotation
component is then able to associate previously unknown terms to concepts in the domain ontology, thus establishing
mappings and creating annotations. We describe this workflow in Figure 5. We demonstrate our approach with an instructive
example. Figure 6 presents a sample ontology, which we call FileNamingConvention (FNC) ontology. This ontology
captures file-naming conventions in terms of abbreviations that users choose for their filenames, by denoting them as
instances of classes, which abstract different abbreviation schemes. Figure 6 shows the partial snapshot of FNC ontology,
where different types of Migration Algorithm Names are represented. The same ontology also included few number of
instances for some of the defined concepts. For example, “gom” is denoted as instance of the concept Gulf of Mexico, which
in turn is a Place Name (not seen in Figure 6).
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Figure 6. File Naming Convention Ontology

Let us assume for simplicity that we only have one record to annotate f1 (the sample filename in Figure 1), consisting of the
set of attributes S′f1= {gom, sfld, poststack, saltmute, xl}. By examining FileNamingConvention ontology we discover that
“gom”, “sfld”, and “poststack” have exact matches in the domain ontology, while “xl” is Unknown. Figure 7 shows partial
snapshot of the newly established annotations as reflected in the updated version of FileNamingConvention ontology. Since
“xl” is unknown, there is no annotation for this attribute of f1. Assume however that a domain expert specifies “xl” as
belonging to the Cross Line Slice concept in FileNamingConvention. Using our intuitive interface, the domain expert is able
to specify this relationship, thereby updating the ontology with “xl” being removed from the Unknown concepts and now
being properly defined under Cross Line Slice.

Figure 7. UnknownTerms Encounted in Automated Annotation Process

Figure 8 shows partial snapshot of FileNamingConvention ontology after the completion of this final step. Using
approximate string matching based on Levenshtein distance [18] we provide domain experts with suggestions of other
Unknown terms that lexically match (previously unknown) term, which have recently been defined. For instance, we
recommend terms like “x-l”, “x_line” and “x-line”, which are similar to the “xline”, to be included under the same concept
Cross Line Slice. If domain experts agree with the recommendation we update the domain ontology to reflect the newly
acquired knowledge about the multiple representation of Cross Line Slice. We then search for all other instances having “xl”,
“xl”,“ x line”, or “x-line” in their attribute sets in order to annotate them with Cross Line Slice.
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Figure 8. Unknown Term “xl” Updated in FNC Ontology

System Architecture
We have applied our technique for data curation on filenames that have been created with unknown file-naming
convention(s). We use Semi-Automatic, Semantic Assistant to Manual Curation of Data (SSCD), a prototype system that
supports automatic annotation of seismic imaging filenames, while at the same time performs knowledge capturing by
assisting domain experts in ontology creation and evolution. In this case, filenames are orphan, meaning that they do not
carry any associated metadata nor their content is accessible. The system implements our technique, annotating filenames
with terms from the ontology, and providing an intuitive user interface to explore and visualize annotations, create new
annotations, and update existing annotations.
As shown in Figure 9 the system is built as a three tier architecture, featuring our intuitive user interface in tier one, our
application logic in tier two and a web server in tier three. Intuitively, the system can be divided into three major components,
Data Preprocessing, Automated Annotation and Ontology Curation. Data Preprocessing consists of Record Extraction and
Record Cleaning. Record Extraction is responsible of splitting input data into a set of records, each of which having a set of
attributes. Record Cleaning performs a set of sanity checks on produced records to ensure that their attributes have
appropriate data types as well as that they conform to specific rules, like for instance that they do not have any trailing white
spaces.
We assume that input data are provided in a column separated file. Users are able to specify the location of input data, their
type and the number of columns to be annotated. If only one column is available, then we assume that it contains filenames to
be annotated. If more than one column is provided, we assume that extra columns maintain metadata about the filenames.
Having some background knowledge on the type of metadata associated to the filenames can assist in their annotation.
However, our system is capable of annotating filenames without having any other information, other than the filenames
alone. For instance, the first column maintains filenames to be annotated, column two provides file creation dates, and
column three refers to associated project names.
Once, preprocessing is complete, records are fed to the Automatic Data Annotation component, which annotates all filenames
using concepts from the domain ontology. To interact with the domain ontology, Automatic Data Annotation communicates
with Ontology Curator. The curator acts as a mediator between the ontology and the other components in the system,
converting input queries into SPARQL queries, which are then issued to a SPARQL endpoint. The Automatic Data
Annotation component issues search queries searching for matching concepts in the FNC ontology exposed by SPARQL
endpoint. If such a match is discovered, it issues an update command to the Ontology Curator, which in turn converts it into a
SPARQL update and then calls the SPARQL endpoint so as to store the annotation. Whenever annotation is not possible,
Automatic Data Annotation issues an update command to store the record as Unknown.
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Figure 9. Semi-Automatic Semantic Assistant to Manual Curation of Data (SSCD) System Architecture

Upon completion, Automatic Data Annotation summarizes annotation statistics and prompts domain experts for unknown
terms. Domain experts are then able to define new concepts or update existing concepts, resulting in updating the domain
ontology. In such cases, domain experts are recommended to inspect similar terms (in terms of lexical similarity) to decide if
such terms are also referring to the same concept. If this is the case, the domain ontology is updated accordingly. After
updating the ontology, Automatic Data Annotation component is responsible of inspecting a new round of annotation of input
data based on the new knowledge, if required.
Results and Discussion
In this section, we illustrate the functionality of our system. As user interactions play key role, we provide screen shots of our
UI to demonstrate a typical interaction workflow. The annotation process requires input file in specific format, therefore first
step is to consider the input file that needs to be annotated. As our primary focus is on the file stored in personal folders and
shared on the network by geoscientists performing seismic image processing, interpretation and analysis, these file names
should be made available to the system. They can be collected by simply performing directory listing command with output
redirection to a file, providing list of files in a Local or network folder that contains seismic volumes. This file can act as
input file for the annotation system. The user provides details about the input file location, and the type of files that needs to
be annotated. For an example demonstration, we consider data from seismic imaging process which involves model and
volume files. Based on expected file types, the annotation system can select specific relationships from FNC ontology that
can be utilized for instance creation. These relationships are specific to the type of file selected. In Figure 10, the user has
selected the input type as volume. For volume data, there are three columns; column one denotes the filename and is marked
to be annotated, column 2 indicates the date on which the file was generated, and column three denotes the project the file is
associated with. In addition to the input file, the annotation system also requires additional configuration parameters in order
to perform the process.
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Figure 10. Input Records Example

As discussed in the System Architecture section, the client of our system can be able to function from every user’s local
machine, however, it must be able to communicate to the Ontology repository that hosts and exposes the File Naming
Convention Ontology. Also, the outcome of the annotation process will be stored as instances in this ontology repository.
Hence, user is prompted to provide connection parameters for Ontology repository before the annotation process can take
place. The configuration parameters include PREFIX ONTOLOGY NAMESPACE, PREFIX ONTOLOGY PATH and WEB
SERVER URI that also serves as SPARQL endpoint hosting and exposing the FNC ontology to the clients.
A. Automated Loading and cleaning and annotation capability
After providing path to the input file and configuration details, user can initiate the annotation process by clicking on
Annotate File button. The Automated Annotation process takes over and completes the first phase of annotation. Once
completed, Automated Annotation passes control back to the user and opens a new interface giving a detailed report on the
annotation. In this report the user can see the number of records processed, the target ontology that was updated, and the
current total number of records for the given input type in the ontology.

Figure 11. Unknown Terms in Annotated Files

It is important to note that executing the same annotation repeatedly on the same input files does not create new records every
time as there can be only once instance of a particular file name in the same repository. This feature in important in
identifying and eliminating duplicate copies of the file in local desktop as well in the folder shared over the network.
The interface also provides the user with an option of filtering the annotated records based on the concepts in the ontology.
For example in Figure 11, user has selected to filter based on Unknown. The tool also provides list of unknown terms along
with the frequency of the term encountered during the annotation process. By selecting the unknown concept, the user is
displayed the list of instances that includes the selected unknown term. In Figure 11, user selects the unknown term “1way”
and system returns two instances of files that included “1way” term in the file name.
To understand the annotation process, let us consider one entry from the input file depicted in Figure 10. The record
krchf_prstk_xl_v1_gom_2008.bri
9/9/2008
projectgom
is
first
broken
down
into
a
filename
(krchf_prstk_xl_v1_gom_2008), a date (9/9/2008), a project name (projectgom), and a file type (Volume) that was detected
based on file extension “bri”. As per the automated annotation workflow, the filename is further processed for identification
of user-supplied terms in FNC Ontology. This steps results in identification of term “prstk” as an instance of Pre-stack Time
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Migration, which is a MigrationAlgorithmName. Similarly, “gom” is identified as an instance of Gulf of Mexico that is a
PlaceName and “xl” is identified as instance of Cross line Slice which is a kind of Slice used in seismic image processing.
The system was not able to recognize the terms KRCHF, 2008, and V1 and therefore, they are classified as Unknowns. On
the other hand, being an instance of a seismic volume, the file was expected to have VersionNames, ProjectNames,
ModelNames, ImagingAlgorithmNames, ProcessingVendorNames, PostProcessingNames, Association there were not
recognized during the annotation process and hence, they are temporarily set to Null value. Table I summarizes the outcome
of annotation and therefore indicate the instance of a metadata record created for the particular file. It is evident that outcome
of the automated annotation workflow does not produce full record specially in initial phase when the FNC ontology does not
include all the variations of terms users may utilize in creating the file name. This calls for the workflow for interactive
update of ontology.
Annotation Property from FNC Ontology
MigrationAlgorithmName
PlaceName
Slice
Association
PostProcessingNames
ProcessingVendorNames
VersionNames
ProjectNames
ModelNames
ImagingAlgorithmNames
FileType
Unknowns
Unknowns
Unknowns

Value detected and assigned automatically
Pre-stack Time Migration
Gulf of Mexico
Crossline Slice
Null
Null
Null
Null
projectgom
Null
Null
Volume
KRCHF
2008
V1

Table 1. Initial Annotation Generated for Volume File Name “krchf_prstk_xl_v1_gom_2008.bri”
B. Interactive Ontology Update Capability
The user can use the drop down selector to filter on the attributes of the input records that were classified as Unknowns. This
is shown in Figure 11, where the filter selection is set to Unknowns and there are several unknown terms identified by the
system. A domain expert might decide to change the definition for the attributes in the Unknowns class. This is
accomplished through activating the “Update Definition” function.
As shown in Figure 12, the user decides that the currently unknown attribute gulfofmaxico appears in two file instances is
actually a known PlaceName. But, it was not classified under any existing sub-concept of the concept Gulf of Mexico due to
the obvious typographical error. To add this new term, the user chooses the PlaceName option that results in a selectable list
of all the place names that are already defined in FNC ontology. Out of all the options, the user can select Gulf of Mexico.
The user clicks on the Confirm button, and the User Assisted Annotation component updates the ontology with the new
knowledge defined by the user. Once the ontology is updated, the Automatic Annotation component searches for the two file
records containing the attribute “gulfofmaxico”. Then, it establishes an association between the filenames and concept Gulf
of Mexico using an OWL property hasPlaceNames. The user can see the updated information by filtering on the concept
PlaceNames. As shown in Figure 13, there is a new concept Gulf of Mexico, which has now five records associated with it.
If the user filters on Unknowns concept, then the term gulfofmaxico no longer appears in the left hand side grid. Here,
revisiting the data curation problem related to accuracy and completeness of metadata record, Multiple users will be
displayed and therefore interact with the same unique instance of the file available in the repository. Hence, the most updated
version is instantaneously made available to all potential users via search.
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Figure 12. Updating FNC Ontology with “gulfofmaxico” Term

Figure 13. Updated Search Results for “Gulf_of_Mexico” Concpet

C. Advanced search and metadata update capability
We also provide update and search features as part of ontology curation. In Figure 13, we have seen how the user can search
the annotated data by using the concepts in the domain ontology or the instances as the searching criteria. By selecting
PlaceName filter – which is a concept in the domain ontology, system returns the selectable list of individuals. By selecting
any of the individual, the system performs the search and returns all the filenames annotated with selected individual (in this
case Gulf of Mexico).
Figure 14 depicts advance search capability based on “Search by Ontology” and “Search by File Name” options. This
demonstrates the semantic web capability that is achieved for a user who is not capable to write semantic web queries. As
seen in the figure, by selecting “Search by Ontology” tab, user can interactively explore the ontology and by selecting
specific term in the ontology. Here the complete hierarchy of File Naming Convention Ontology is rendered with selectable
tree view that allows user to expand collapse and select at different levels. Based on one or multiple concepts selected from
hierarchy, the matching files are listed in the middle-right side of the UI. By clicking any of the listed file, user can further
retrieve the complete annotated record -as seen in the lower-right. User can review the content and carryout update from the
same as well. This illustrates the interactive search and filter capability that is based on the ontology. Based on the user
inputs, internally our system prepares a complex semantic query and returns the result based on the filer criteria provided by
the user. Here, we demonstrate that user can search and retrieve instances from the repository, without any skills in writing
the complex semantic queries. Following the conventional keyword based search approach, the “Search by File Name” tab
provides capability to perform search based on the user supplied input.
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Figure 14. Ontology Search Update Capability

By clicking on the filename, the user can view details about a particular file. If a user wants to update the properties of the
file, she can edit the values in the corresponding text boxes and click on the update button. Once all the values entered by the
user are validated, the new knowledge is updated in the ontology. The user can also delete the instance of the data using the
’Delete’ button. Once the user confirms the deletion, the instance is deleted from the ontology.
Related Work
Data management problem has been extensively studied and reported by the oil and gas organizations. ExxonMobile has
reported a comprehensive analysis of the problem related to searching, accessing and manipulating the information
collectively identified as “looking for data” burden [6]. For data generation, it revealed 30-50 % annual growth in data
volume. Concerting the storage, it was found that 50% or more datasets were duplicated and 80% of the stored was never
retrieved. It was also observed that unstructured data claimed 15 to 30% of the handling time out of which 50% time was
taken for searching for data alone. Exploring the duplication problem further revealed that on an average six different
versions were found for a file. Additionally, average number of files stored on LAN was reported to be around 10,000 per
user at the time of the study, and it was predicted to reach around 48,000 by year 2012.
Saudi Aramco also reported similar data management issues in managing well logs work flow [13]. Similar study by
Chevron reported the case of its Kern River field with 9,000 active wells that records 1,000,000 data points daily [19]. While
large fraction of Chevron’s data is in structured form, the rest is hidden in Microsoft Excel and Microsoft Access files on
individual users’ desktop that accounts for 70% of the knowledge value. For instance, engineers and scientists at Kern River
field utilize more than nine datasets and eleven tools to complete the design process for a recompletion workflow. In was
observed that significant time is lost in locating, accessing, transferring, transforming and using the required data at each
stage. This problem is enhanced as duplicate records of various versions these datasets are stored in the network folders.
Similarly, Aveva reported that its offshore platforms may contain up to 30,000 tagged items with 40 to 50 individual data
fields each and require nearly 60,000 documents [1]. All these studies provide a fair idea of nature and scale of the data
generation problem that requires due attention.
As part of the data management effort, it is important to adopt effective record keeping and data curation strategies that have
been extensively studied and addressed in other data-intensive disciplines [20]. For instance, a digital library system designed
to support epidemic and public health domain [14] demonstrated the possibility of realizing data curation capability based on
models that can be customized for experimentation-specific workflows. Detail analysis of data requirements for mechanical
engineers has been reported with a proposal of a system to aid organization of their personal datasets [21]. Similar data
curation systems are proposed to support data curation for images [22], professional photographs [23] and art collection [24].
National Science Foundation’s Sustainable Digital Data Preservation and Access Network Partners (DataNet) program
attempted to address research agenda for data curation in cyber infrastructure [20]. Among several observations, the program
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confirmed the key role of metadata in large data repositories and concluded that conventional text-based approaches are not
sufficient for this purpose. Semantic web techniques were identified to play a critical role in data integration and synthesis of
distributed heterogeneous scientific datasets in repository. It concluded that in order to be effective, the data curation systems
should support determination of data quality, trust and provenance.
Some of these identified advanced requirements have been addressed in various proposals for data curation systems. For
instance, Semantic annotations - recognized as one of the corpus annotation strategies [25] – was considered as a key enabler
towards brining intelligence in data curation process. The semantic annotations are proposed for handling metadata for
images by utilizing hierarchical relationships of given terms extracted from WordNet and ConceptNet [26]. Semantic
annotation based search capability is demonstrated for collection of art images where, particular image is annotated with
various properties related to image production, physical content and administration [27]. The proposal demonstrated domain
specific capabilities with the incorporation of Visual Resources Association (VRA) Standards Categories, the Art and
Architecture Thesaurus and WordNet in a semantic representation. Semantic annotation has been experimented with
professional images to support agencies and buyers with advanced search capability that traditionally uses tags to describe
and search the image [23]. The ontology based system enables professional agencies to browse ontology to pick correct
concepts for given image or add new concept if the content is new. Efforts have also been employed in incorporating
semantic annotations in MPEG-7 multimedia content description usage standard [28]. It was recognized that digital library
can benefit from ontology to influence content organization, content discovery and user interactions [14]. All these efforts
confirmed the suitability of annotation based approach in handling metadata for various types of content.
Data curation problem and potential solutions have also been documented by E&P organizations [1], [19]. Most efforts
towards digital oil field vision addressed data management and curation issues in some form or the other. For instance,
ExxonMobil proposed a Master Database design to achieve database integration and structured and unstructured data
management [6]. Saudi Aramco developed Data Services System (DSS) with various data services for loading, searching,
updating and securing seismic and well data [13]. DSS load service exposes capability to scan, identify, and extract data from
incoming seed and generates instance of a business object which is then included in the collection. Schlumberger developed a
web portal for E&P operational and data management workflows to support the data integration process thereby enabling
advanced search capability not only for data, but also for processes, people, knowledge and best practices [2]. Chevron’s
information architecture strategy for the digital oil field [3] and integrated solutions for reservoir management [19] reported
similar efforts.
Semantic web technologies are increasingly being identified as key enabling technology for integrated asset management and
smart oil field applications [29]. Among the proposed data curation approaches also, several proposals explored the semantic
web technology at varying levels. Semantic web techniques were used to carry out annotations for images to achieve
enhanced search capabilities [28], [27], [23]. A visual annotation framework based on common-sensical and linguistic
relationships was proposed to facilitate semantic media retrieval [26]. The E&P organizations are also starting to explore
possibilities to employ semantic web technology for their integration effort. For instance, Integrated Production Management
Architecture (IPMA) uses Ontology for management of data to reduce search time and to facilitate exchange among
participating workflows [5]. The Integrated Operations in the High North (IOHN) project developed set of ontologies to drive
integration effort [4]. Baker Hughes started extending their technical domain taxonomy based knowledge management
system to next level with development of Ontology [30]. This ontology is based on send control vocabulary to classify
metadata and provide advance search, filtering and navigation capability for unstructured information sources. They also
proposed gatekeeper stage that requires review from community as well as Subject Matter Experts [7].
However, development of suitable ontologies from the knowledge hidden in large volumes of structured and unstructured
datasets and more critically the expertise of the professional and tacit knowledge that is not externalized in any form is the
key challenge. As 80-90% business data is in unstructured form, in order exploit these rich sources of knowledge, the natural
language expressions, must be converted to structured data. Alternatively, they can be semantically enriched to enable
extraction of metadata. There is some advancement toward automated processing unstructured data to discover key concepts.
The advancements in named entity identification [17] techniques can particularly be useful in aiding the semantic annotation
effort discussed earlier. For example, a research effort reported a metadata geoparsing system for place name recognition and
resolution in metadata records [31].
The role of domain taxonomies and ontologies are well recognized to enhance collaboration, knowledge sharing and
operation support [30]. However, due to the large volumes of sources and inaccuracy of completely automated approaches
calls for innovative approach towards this solution. Crowdsourcing has been proposed as a possible solution for building
taxonomy, where experts and motivated users contributes toward building conceptual hierarchy and thereby addressing
knowledge acquisition bottleneck and Ontology maintenance issues [32]. However, with involvement of crowd, the
reliability of user contributions quickly appears as a drawback. In this scenario subject matter experts, or advanced users can
provide required editorial support. One such approach of user driven context-aware approach was demonstrated to manage
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erroneous metadata in digital libraries [33].
In summary, the data management problem and associated data curation strategies have been well studied and documented in
literature that demonstrates capabilities of several enabling techniques. However, as concluded by the DataNet program, in
order to be effective, any data curation effort will have to employ hybrid approach integrating human experience, heuristics
and algorithms along with enabling technologies like semantic web [20].
Conclusion
In this paper, we discussed data management problem faced by exploration and production (E&P) organizations and
emphasized on the problem related to large volumes of unstructured data generated by users and stored with no proper
metadata. We further investigated seismic image processing, interpretation and analysis workflows as they provide unique
opportunity of recovering metadata from various user-selected terms included in their file names.
Investigation of related work revealed that Semantic Web techniques can provide useful support for solving this problem,
however its adoption for given problem introduced several interesting research challenges. We observed that development of
a new ontology or selection of existing domain ontology could not serve this problem due to constantly evolving nature of
file naming practices. Additionally, development of ontology and use of semantic search both assumes familiarity with the
underlying techniques that may prevent large-scale adoption.
To address these issues, we proposed a semi-automatic approach that provides assistance to users in creating and maintaining
a File Naming Convention Ontology that subsequently facilitates the data curation process. This ontology is employed to
carry out automated and interactive annotation of filenames thereby generating semantically enriched metadata. Our proposal
leverages recent advancements in Semantic Web, Linguistic Processing, Named Entity Recognition and Classification
techniques in developing an intuitive and user-friendly system.
They key contribution of our approach is the recognition and realization of unique opportunity to simultaneously generate
and update ontology and metadata from the filenames where all user-supplied terms are processed and annotated. We
proposed to create a unique instance in ontology repository for each file being annotated that subsequently helps in detecting
duplicate copies and multiple versions of same files. In this paper we demonstrated, advanced capability to search seismic
images based on various domain specific criteria - like project name, processing algorithms, processing techniques,
processing organization, and similar other keywords. This capability is not only specific to the seismic domain, but also
customized for specific organization and its members who contributed the updates. Due to runtime update in ontology, the
new filters are instantaneously made available in search capability as users contribute to the specific aspects. Such capability
significantly reduces the effort required in searching the right datasets from large repositories.
While we achieved this data curation capability for Seismic datasets, the same results can be reproduced for other types of
datasets simply by including additional domain specific metadata attributes unique to the target datasets. With the promising
initial results, we are now planning to extend our work in several potential directions. First, we started with a very focused
problem of annotating file name of seismic datasets which are based on informal naming convention that enabled
identification meta data due to finite number of fields and their limited number of values. Therefore, an obvious extension is
to include support for other data intensive workflows within E&P life cycle. Considering the metadata standard compliance
and mandatory reporting regulations, the other important future direction can be to incorporate support of such regulatory
requirements by automated generation and maintenance of standard compliant metadata content. Support for enterprise level
indexing and search problem is also a promising area. In addition to filenames, there are several other artifacts that need to be
supported for annotation - limited not only to the name, but also including the content. This may include web pages, email
communications, short messages, micro-blog entries, presentation files, reports etc. These sources may require significant
effort for natural language processing and may call for a different ontology maintenance approach, as there are not many
variations in specific terms as most content is generated with spell checker capability. There, the problem can be capturing
the keywords that can be included in the ontology, and subsequently annotating and indexing the content. This may enable
advance search capability for the enterprise. From user interface viewpoint, the system UI can be extended to handle search,
filter and rendering capability based on spatial attributes.
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